III. CHANGE IN DEGREE REQUIREMENT

BUS: AS in Accounting
   1. In Recommended: Replace ECO 1200 with ECO 1300.
   2. In Dept Requirements: Replace ECO 1400 with ECO 1200.

BUS: AS in Business Administration
   3. In Recommended: Replace ECO 1200 with ECO 1300.
   4. In Dept Requirements: Replace ECO 1400 with ECO 1200.

COM: AS in Media Arts
   5. In Program Elective options: Add THA 4700.

MAT: AS in Mathematics

TOU: AAS in Tourism & Hospitality
   In Dept Requirements:
      7. Rename TAH 100 to “Intro to Tourism & Hospitality”
      8. Delete TAH 1200.
      9. Rename & renumber TAH 9200 to “Field Experience in Tourism & Hospitality” (9250)

   In Tourism Concentration:
      10. Change “TWO” to “THREE" courses
      11. Rename TAH 6500 to “Airport & Aviation Security & Management"
      12. Replace TAH 6900 with TAH 6600 “Cruise Line Marketing & Sales”

   In Hospitality Concentration:
      13. Rename the concentration "Hospitality" to "Hotel Management"
      14. Rename TAH 5200 to "Hotel Property Management Systems"
      15. Delete "TWO Options"
      16. Rename TAH 4100 to "Meeting & Convention Management"
      17. Delete TAH 4300 & 7100 and add "Housekeeping Management" (TAH 5500)

   In Sports Management Concentration:
      18. Add "Introduction to Recreation" (RPE 1100)
      19. Add "Sports and American Society" (RPE 4000)

   In Food & Beverage Management Concentration:
      20. Add "Menu & Dining Room Management" (CA 7400)

Section AIV. NEW COURSES
   21. ENG 7000 “Sexuality & Literature”
   22. HS 4100 “Global Health Issues”
   23. PEC 6800 "Introduction to Fencing"
   24. MAT 7100 "Applications of Linear Algebra & Vector Analysis"
   25. TAH 5500 "Housekeeping Management"

V. NEW 82 COURSES
   26. THA 82XX, Advanced Theatrical Practicum
   27. ENG 82XX, Bridge Course in Intensive Writing
   28. PHI 82XX, Political Philosophy
   29. HIS 82XX, History of U.S. Civil Rights and the Movements it Inspired

VI. PATHWAYS COURSES
   30. HIS 4100 (A)
   31. MAT 700 (REQ)

(Changes in titles, descriptions, hours follow.)